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What is genetic diversity and why is it 
important in aquaculture?

How is diversity lost through aquaculture?

Impacts of aquaculture on wild diversity

What are we doing at WorldFish?



What can we achieve from 
aquaculture?

Reduce dependence on wild fish stocks for food

Restocking of depleted populations 

Once life cycle is closed, selective breeding for improved 
production can progress

Long-term success of these all rely on genetic diversity!

Most operations still source broodstock from wild 
An untouched pool of genetic diversity



Genetic diversity - what is it?

A particular gene may have many variants 
(alleles), including beneficial ones and harmful 
ones

Genetic diversity is measured on a population or 
individual level:

Alleles/locus
Heterozygosity - proportion of individuals carrying two 
different alleles for a given gene
Allele frequencies
Effective population size (Ne)

Genetic diversity - how does it form?

In natural populations diversity is sustained by:
Sexual reproduction
Migration
Mutation

New mutations proliferate from selective sweeps (rapid) or by 
chance (slow)

Takes thousands of years to accumulate, BUT
can be lost in just one generation of inefficient aquaculture

Diversity is fragile!



Genetic diversity - why is it important?

Genetic diversity is a population resource
Diversity permits many combinations of genes, 

some that may lead to valuable traits

High genetic diversity related to
greater fitness

greater resilience and adaptability 

Long term response to selective breeding is dependent on 
sufficiently high diversity

Only get out what you put in!

Selection with diversity -
contradictory?

Highly asked Question (to me at least!):

decrease genetic diversity?

Selective breeding needs to:

Choose the genes that interest us, 
but keep



Need for diversity in selection

Scenario 1: BREEDING PROGRAM - Fast growth, red colour

Genes of unknown 
function are still 

valuable!

ENVIRONMENTAL 

Need for diversity in selection
Scenario 2: BREEDING PROGRAM - Pearl oysters

Fast oyster growth

Round pearls

Silver pearls

» Deep shell
NEWSFLASH! 

WorldFish intern discovers 
method for 2 pearls at the 

same time

Diversity must be retained in case breeding objectives change
DIVERSITY IS A RESOURCE



Aquaculture practices can easily and rapidly degrade genetic 
capacity of stocks

High fecundity of many species gives a false perception that 
fewer broodstock are needed

Big population is not always a diverse one

Culture practices can severely erode diversity unknowingly 
Mass spawning, culling, mass selection, unequal bstk sex ratios 

Diversity losses are cumulative
And will add up very quickly!

Aquaculture and genetic diversity = 

Effective population size (Ne)
Broodstock populations should not be described by 
the number of fish

But rather by Ne, a function of the:
number of males that produce viable offspring
number of females that produce viable offspring
sex ratio (Ne will approximate the rare sex)

Both inbreeding and genetic drift are inversely 
related to Ne

Ne of populations bred as food may be smaller than 
those cultured for conservation management or 
restocking programs



Species N Ne Reference

Flounder
Paralichthys olivaceus 18 6 12 3.3 Sekino et al 2003

Seabream
Sparus aurata 34 13 21 18.3 Brown et al 2005

Oysters
Ostrea edulis
Pinctada maxima

120
28

-
19

-
9

18.2
3.5

Saavedra 1997

Lind et al 2009

Tilapia
Oreochromis niloticus 37 12 25 15.3 Fessehaye et al 

2006

Ne heavily influenced by  - unequal no. M/F
- no. parents / generation
- non-random family size

Ne heavily influenced by  - unequal no. M/F
- no. parents / generation
- non-random family size

Mass spawning

Sometimes most convenient method, 
sometimes the only method

Difficult to record broodstock contributions

28 bstk used! 14 possible families



Significant shifts (P<0.01) 
in family contributions 

If survival is equal, contributions will remain constant

Differential survival

Lack of pedigree information can affect 
diversity management
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Lack of pedigree information can affect 
diversity management

This is what we 
start with for the 
next generation!!

Production timeline



Genetic diversity in wild 
population

Genetic diversity sampled 
in wild sourced broodstock

Genetic diversity in 
resultant hatchery 

progeny

Genetic Diversity - Founder effects
Genetic composition can 
change very quickly!

West coast wild 
abalone

West coast 
hatchery 

The dark blue gene has been lost from the hatchery population 
completely, whilst the light blue gene which is rare in the 
natural population has become the most common in the 
hatchery population. 

Figures modified from Evans et al. 2004

Genetic Diversity - Founder effects



Aquaculture and genetic diversity = 

Can they ever be more than just friends??

lost my 
diversity !?

Large number of broodstock 
Retaining pedigrees
Spawn many families in a hatchery
Lessen time differences in age of spawning (stock 
similar aged families)
If not undergoing selection breed using a range of 
different sized animals
Bring in new genetic material periodically from good 
sources
Mating between ponds (circular mating)

Genetic Diversity 
How best to maintain GD?



Inbreeding can still be avoided

Careful record 
taking is essential 
at any level

be identified, 
pond or farm 

Essential to know who is breeding with whom!! 

Inbreeding = loss of diversity



Genetic diversity in the wild why worry? 

Wild populations are large source of genetic diversity

Conservation of this diversity is important
as a future source of diversity for ongoing or new selective 
breeding programs
for ecosystem balance, maintenance of biodiversity and 
population resilience
easier for Mother Nature to conserve than in a hatchery or 
a freezer!

We want to avoid what has occurred with many 
livestock species

How does aquaculture affect wild 
diversity? 

Genetic composition of cultured fish can be vastly 
different to wild counterparts

Can occur in as little as one generation!

Farmed fish are very difficult to contain, escapes are 
common

Interactions between escaped fish and wild 
population can affect population composition

Competition for resources
Interbreeding



Outbreeding depression from farm-wild 
interbreeding

Often many genes can contribute to a trait
Multiple genes for adaptive traits may co-evolve together in certain 
geographical regions

Combinations of genes can be inherited together in the wild 
This is actually what we try to achieve in selection!

Genetic composition of farmed populations can be very 
different domestication selection

Farmed-wild interbreeding can break gene combinations and 
affect fitness

This is outbreeding depression

Genetic homogenization from aquaculture 
importance of wild stock structure

Historical separation of populations can result in genetic 
divergence - a genetic structure

Wild populations may be 

genetically adapted to 

local environments

Widespread transfer of 

aquaculture strains may reduce

population differences and affect

adaptability and resilience



Nile tilapia natural distribution

Diversity is 
essential for 
resilience

What does this ultimately mean?

Outbreeding 
depression

Genetic 
homogenization

Change in 
genetic 

composition
Loss of 

(bio)diversity

Change in 
adaptability and 

resilience



What do we do at WorldFish?

Diversity maintenance 
within cultured 
populations is relatively 
straightforward, if 
understood and managed

Awareness, capacity 
building are key and 
ongoing

What do we do at WorldFish?
Genetic characterization of wild genetic resources

Where is the natural diversity?

How did it get there?



What do we do at WorldFish?
What can we do to minimize our impact?

Genetic impact of aquaculture is widely debated but what do 
we really know?

Not a great deal!! 

Genetic hazards of activities are generally known, but what 
are the risks of it occurring?

Some activities may carry more risk of impact than others, but 
which ones?

Formal Risk Assessments can be of great utility

Risk Assessment
A way to objectively investigate the potential harms of a given 
activity

Can be qualitative or quantitative
E.g. High, medium or low risk (qualitative)

Can be scientifically robust, transparent and incorporate the 
inputs of many stakeholders



Common framework of Risk Assessments

Harm Identification
- Loss of adaptation in wild 
Harm Identification
- Loss of adaptation in wild 

Hazard Identification
-
Hazard Identification
- Escape from farm

-- Highly likely

Risk Management
- Effective confinement
Risk Management
- Effective confinement

that they can be too 
simple, outcomes can 
be unrealistic

Complex pathways are 
more likely

Further 
experimentation is 
often required

From Cooper et al 2008



Some examples of data beneficial for RA

Genetic characterization of wild populations
Where does the diversity exist, are there differences amongst 
populations?

What is the chance that fish will escape?
How many and how often?

What will happen when fish escape?
Do they outcompete wild fish for food?

Will escapees encounter wild counterparts?

Will interbreeding cause outbreeding depression?

What will we end up with after RA?

Will not eliminate genetic impacts of aquaculture

But may identify:
Risk factors previously overlooked

Management approaches for impact minimization

Knowledge gaps in current understanding

Through better decision making, can facilitate 
development or avoid unsustainable practices



Conclusions: 
Aquaculture and diversity conservation

Genetic diversity is essential for continued and sustainable 
genetic improvement

Understanding how and where it occurs in the wild is key to its 
conservation and utilization

Diversity can be severely impacted and lost very rapidly, 
particularly cultured populations

Aquaculture escapes have the potential to impact diversity of 
wild populations but the REAL impact is poorly understood

BUT formalized assessments can benefit our understanding (or lack 
of!) of this
identify opportunities to minimize harm 

Ultimately result in more responsible and 
sustainable aquaculture development



Effective population size = 58.5!
Allelic diversity = 12.8!

Thank you for listening.


